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About this app
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Secure PDF viewer rendering PDFs in a sandbox without requiring any permissions.
Updated on
Jul 3, 2023
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Data safety
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing


No data collectedLearn more about how developers declare collection


Committed to follow the Play Families Policy


See details
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May 3, 2022
I like to know that this is a secure way to view PDFs, however there are some areas where user experience suffers. The maximum you can zoom into a document is pretty limited, and it seems to depend on your device's display size. Jumping to a page with the carasol may be fine for shorter documents, but for 100+ page documents, it's just not efficient. Finally, I wish there was an option for the app to automatically save your last position on a document to jump back into the next time it's opened.
48 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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March 2, 2024
It is awesome! The really only one downside on it for now is the zooming capability. You pretty much can't zoom a normal portrait pdf. Horizontal pdf can be zoomed. I guess this is a simple bug that should be fixed soon.
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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March 3, 2024
Deserves 10 stars. Its not going to be perfect for everyone, but it doesn't need any weird permissions and its not storing/ selling your data. Works as described. Their camera app is another good option for all the same reason this one rocks. Thank you devs.
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No








See all reviews




What's new


Notable changes in version 17:

â€¢ set zoom ratio to fit document to window size by default
â€¢ decrease minimum zoom ratio to 0.2 from 0.5 (can zoom out much further)
replace custom file size parsing with Android implementation
â€¢ avoid uncaught exception when parsing file sizes from certain Storage Access Framework providers
â€¢ update pdf.js to 3.8.162
â€¢ update other dependencies
â€¢ improve implementation

See https://github.com/GrapheneOS/PdfViewer/releases/tag/17 for the full release notes.
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